Autumn 2018
MATHS Workshops

Maths Mastery workshops

3 Twilights to explore depth and lesson structure within the Maths mastery framework. How can we use the
principles of maths mastery so all children can achieve yet stay together?

Haverhill 6/12/18 28/3/19 27/6/19
4.00-5.30pm
£190 (£150 Unity Trust Schools)

This workshop will revolutionise the
way you teach number in EYFS! DiscovLowestoft
20/11/18 1.30-4.00pm
er how tens frames can lead to greater
Stowmarket 4/12/18 1.30-4.00pm
depth and embed conceptual understanding of number. Cost £80

Maths Mastery—EYFS

Using Manipulatives in KS1/2

3 Day NQT/recently Qualified
Maths

Using manipulatives for high impact
learning. Deeply embed conceptual
and procedural understanding by using
manipulatives to differentiate and provide opportunities for support and
greater depth. Cost £80

Stowmarket 18/10/18

1.30-4.00pm

Lowestoft 30/10/18

1.30-4.00pm

Haverhill 6/11/18
1.30-4.00pm
(£65 Unity Trust Schools)

Inspirational Maths CPD to build confi- Stowmarket Fri 12/10/18
dence. One day a term with gap tasks
Fri
1/2/19
to promote reflection with ideas to
Thurs 23/5/19
take straight back to the classroom. Cost
£327

Maths talk
for Reasoning
& Problem Solving

Using Maths talk to develop fluency
and conceptual understanding. How
we can build in daily reasoning through
using simple structures to promote
dialogue for deeper learning. Cost £80

Stowmarket 15/11/18

1.30-4.00pm

Lowestoft 22/11/18

1.30-4.00pm

Haverhill 29/11/18

1.30-4.00pm

(£65 Unity Trust Schools)

All our courses are available for delivery in school as twilights or PD Days.
We also provide support packages based upon the individual needs of each school. These cost effective solutions include
focused support for SLT as well as inspiring INSET for staff—call or email for details.
Packages can be per term or over the course of a year.
Chris Gallagher is a warm and inspiring Primary Maths Consultant and Tedx speaker who provides
INSET and guidance to Primary Schools nationally. His supportive yet challenging outlook is based upon
research and proven pedagogy found in top performing countries.
For more information or to book please contact
Chris Gallagher on 0794 6536768 or email chris@solve-ed.com or book online at www.solve-ed.com

